
 

MONDAY 

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

10-10-10 
Jeff 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Group Fitness: 121 Fitness Center 
January - March 

TUESDAY 
11:30 AM- 11:50 AM  

Kettlebell Flow 
Jeff 
 
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM  

BootCamp 
Jeff 

 
 

 
 

 

 

WEDNESDAY 
12:00 PM - 12:20PM  

Butts & Guts 
Jeff 

 
12:25 PM - 12:45PM 

Arms & Abs 
Jeff 
 

 

 

THURSDAY 

12:00 PM - 12:45 PM 

Metabolic Burn 
Jeff 

 
 

 
 

 

 

FRIDAY 

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Strength  
Circuit 
Jeff 

 
 

 
 

 

 

CLASS SCHEDULE 



CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 
 
 

10-10-10 

Combining a variety of exercises, this total body workout will focus 10 minutes on strength, 10 
minutes on cardio, and 10 minutes on core. 

Arms & Abs 

Strengthen and tone your upper body and core in this invigorating class using bodyweight resis-
tance, dumbbells, resistance bands, and so much more!  

BootCamp 

We want to keep you guessing – and challenge you differently in every class! Workouts are     
designed to improve your overall fitness – strength, cardio, flexibility, agility and endurance! 
Have fun – work hard! 

Butts & Guts 

A non-cardio, intense workout to strengthen your legs, glutes, and core. Focus on working these 
muscles using dumbbells, body bars, stability balls, or your own body weight.  

Express Abs 

Work your abs in this fast-paced class to tone and tighten your middle! 

Metabolic Burn 

This class is all about the “after burn”- Metabolic burn will elevate your metabolism and keep you 
burning calories longer after your done working out! Expect a workout consisting of cardio and 
strength intervals followed by intervals of rest. 

Kettlebell Flow 

Build stamina and strength with the use of kettlebells utilizing a variety of full body exercises! 

Strength Circuit 

Define and strengthen your muscles with pure strength! Keep your muscles guessing with a fun 
mix of strength exercises using a variety of equipment. You never know what you are going to 
get. All fitness levels welcome! 

 

 

 

 

 

WELLBEATS Classes 
WELLBEATS™  classes are available whenever the studio is not being used by an 
instructor 

Basic Fit Test 

Use this test to set a fitness benchmark for yourself. Visit www.wellbeats.com/programs to 
download a score sheet. 

Definition 

A focus on multi-dimensional and isolated total body training utilizing the best of today’s leading 
sculpt   techniques. 

Fusion Mind Body 

Using postures and stretches in combination with the breath to develop flexibility and relaxation, 
Yoga/Pilates encourages proper alignment of the body as you find relaxation and balance. All 
levels welcome. 

Kinetics 

 This multi-activity class includes sport-style cardio intervals interspersed with resistance training 
circuits and muscle isolation work. It’s the most effective way to torch calories and test your lev-
els of fitness and endurance! 

Stomp 

If you loved it the ’90s, you’ll love it now. STOMP takes step to new heights by adding an extra 
riser to push your cardio limits. You’ll see a difference in your lower body shape plus burn a TON 
more calories! 

TKO 

TKO is non-stop movement to channel one’s inner fighter. Benefit from the power behind the 
punch and total-body training.  A fusion of martial arts disciplines, each class includes a combina-
tion of punches, kicks, strikes and techniques for a great knockout experience. 
Vibe 

Pretty much the most awesome workout ever. Dance to great music, with great people, and burn 
a ton of calories without even realizing it. 

Zumba 

In these Introductory Latin-Inspired dance classes, learn the basic steps of Zumba featuring ele-
ments of salsa, samba, merengue, and more. 


